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At level 3 is the sib. Predominantly, each level unit 2 is composed of two
sibs having complementary ceremonial functions. The sib is also the largest
single unit having a common burial ground. It is the largest unit responsible for
the purchase of brides and children and is also the maximal unit responsible for
death payments. In addition to being territorially delimitable, the sib is also
the virgin land-holding unit and its members comprise the largest non-cere
monial village unit.

At level 4 is the sub-sib. This is the primary blood revenge unit. It is also
the unit primarily responsible for the purchase of brides and children and for
making death payments. A lateral classificatory levirate operates with reference
to this unit. That is, a deceased man’s purchased wife will be preferably
remarried into a coordinate sub-sib within the same sib. The sub-sib is also the

land holding unit for garden land of members who die without specified heirs
or assigns.

At level 5 is the sub-sub-sib which appears to be functionally indis
tinguishable from level 4, this being consistent in a developmental approach
since these may be regarded as incipient units of level 4.

Levels 2 and 5 do not always appear; when they do it is because of
expanding population. Equivalent paired units at levels 2 and 3 are con
ceptually recognized as ¡nggore-nggorej “brother-brother” units.

According to Fortes (1953:31), in many African societies the functions
of societal segments involve kinsmen of varying degrees of relatedness. Among
Narak-speakers I have shown that certain functions are normally fulfilled by
societal segments occupying a specific position in the segmentary hierarchy, but
it is not generally provable that such differences of function by segment involve
varying degrees of kin relationship. Thus the statement that Fortes makes for
African lineage structures, “the segments are, as a rule, hierarchically organized
by fixed steps of greater and greater inclusiveness, each step being defined by
genealogical reference” [ibid.), is not valid here.

Yet enduring named groups do form and there is a pattern to their perpe
tuity, continuing formation, and dissolution. The kinship system of Hawaiian-
Iroquois admixture with shallow genealogical depth is peculiarly adaptive to
this developmental cycling (Cook 1966).

A comparison of the seven phratries of the Narak speakers reveals uni
formity in function by level. A previous statement by Vayda and Cook (1963)
along the lines advocated by Ryan (1959) and Meggitt (1962) illustrates the
regularity of process involved when units at these segmentary levels either
expand or contract in terms of population size. Thus, as far as ‘flexibility’ in

organization pattern of segmentary levels among Narak-speakers is concerned,
 it can be shown that the assumption of functions concomitant to a particular

level is dependent upon population size of the culturally named unit.


